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FIG. 10. Region in the plane spanned by
m and A, +p cotP that can be searched after

1 (solid curve) and 5 (dashed curve) years of
running the LHC at full luminosity (X=100
fb ' per year). The region in the top left
corner is excluded by LEP searches for neutral
Higgs bosons. The curves have been obtained
for m, = 150 GeV, tanP= 3, M2 =1 67m.
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servatively decided to only include the direct production
of the lowest (n =1)S-wave state in our estimates of sig-
nal cross sections.
We finally address the question of the o — discovery po-

tential of the LHC, using the yy decay mode and our
conservative estimate of the signal cross section. We
have already stated repeatedly that o- will be unobserv-
able at hadron colliders and may indeed not form at all if
the single top squark decay modes (4a) and (4b) are un-
suppressed or cr- is very close in mass to one of the two
scalar Higgs bosons of the MSSM; for the subsequent dis-
cussion, we therefore assume that this is not the case. We
saw in Sec. II that the size of the yy branching ratio is
then almost uniquely determined by the partial width for
the hh final state, the ratio of the gg and yy partial
widths being fixed by QCD. Moreover, we saw in Fig. 5
that, at least for parameters where
I (o-, ~hh) &I (o-, ~gg), the partial width for the hh

I 1

final state is determined by the size of the LR element of
the top squark mass matrix (1). Under the given assump-
tions, the detectability of the o - ~yy signal at the LHCt1
therefore basically depends on two parameters: the massm, which determines the total 0 —, production cross sec-

1

tion, and mLa = rn, ( A, +p cotP),—which determines the
size of the branching ratio of the yy decay mode.
It can safely be assumed that the mass of the top quark

will be known quite precisely before LHC experiments
are ready to search for o- production. In Fig. 10 wetl
therefore show the region in the plane of m and

A, +@cot@that can be probed after 1 and 5 nominal
LHC years (/=100 fb ' per year). Here we have as-
sumed m, = 150 CieV and tanP=3, but this choice has lit-
tle affect on the accessible region. '

It does a8'ect the size of the region in the top left corner
where the LEP Higgs bound [45] is violated.

The general shape of the curves is easy to understand.
At small m the hh mode is only open if A, +pcotP is
very large; note that radiative corrections reduce mi, if
A, +p, cotP»m- [33,34]. In this case the hh partial

L,R
width is very large just beyond the threshold, as shown in
Fig. 4, and the yy signal remains unobservable even after
a long running period. On the other hand, for larger m
the 1th channel is always open. We see that the curves for
the maximal accessible A, +p cotP become quite flat in
this region. The reason is that increasing m decreases

f

the total cross section for cr- production, but at the same
time decreases the branching ratio for the hh mode if
A, +pcotP is kept fixed [see Eq. (8)]. Moreover, the
minimal detectable signal cross section decreases with in-
creasing m, although more slowly than the total cr

1

production cross section does, as shown in Fig. 7. These
effects tend to cancel each other, leading to the observed
flattening of the curves for m &220 GeV. Eventually,
however, increasing m reduces the hh partial width to

f
a value below the gg partial width; decreasing it even fur-
ther then has little effect on the signal, and the curves ter-
minate rather abruptly. We finally note that the little
bulge in the accessible regions at A, +p, cotP=600 GeV
occurs because for moderate values of mLz the hh partial
width no longer grows monotonically with A, +pcotP,
as we already saw in Fig. 5.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the decays of S-wave
t, t', bound states cr-, as we11 as possible signals for their
production at hadron colliders. We first argued in Sec. I
that there are no strict bounds on m- which hold bothfl
for all tL -t„mixing angles 8, and all values of the LSP
mass; even under relatively mild assumptions, a t& as
light as 40 GeV is still allowed. This leaves a wide mass
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t l is the lighter scalar top eigenstate. If t l has no tree-level 2-body decays, the dominant decay modes of
a;, are gg or, if mg, & m; ((m;,, a pair of light scalar Higgs bosons h. Nevertheless, the branching ratio
into two photons is often large enough to yield a detectable signal.
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One of the best motivated extensions of the standard
model (SM) of particle physics is the introduction of su-
persymmetry (SUSY). On the one hand it solves the
"hierarchy problem, " i.e., stabilizes the scale of elec-
troweak symmetry breaking against radiative corrections
which would otherwise pull it up to the unification scale
M„or the Planck scale [1]. On the other hand recent
precise measurements of the strength of coupling con-
stants exclude the possibility of grand unification if the
only light (compared to M, ) particles are those of the
SM, while the minimal supersymmetric standard model
(MSSM) [2] contains just the right degrees of freedom to
allow for unification at scale M„=10'6GeV [3].
The MSSM predicts the existence of scalar super-

partners to all known leptons and quarks. It is by now
quite well known that the lighter scalar top eigenstate t~
is expected to be lighter than the superpartners of the
first two generations of quarks, and might even be the
lightest strongly interacting sparticle [4,5]. There are
two reasons for this: Since the top quark is heavy,
m, ~ 113 GeV [6], mixing between the superpartners
tt. , tR of left- and right-handed top quarks cannot be
neglected, in contrast to the superpartners of light quarks.
Furthermore, if we assume all squarks to have the same
mass at some very high (grand unification, string, or
Planck) scale, radiative corrections [7] will reduce the
masses of tL and tR relative to those of the other squarks.
Here we study possible signals for the production of a

scalar (t~t~ ) bound state at within the MSSM. Squark
bound-state production and decay were first discussed in
Refs. [8,9], for negligible mixing between the super-
partners of left- and right-handed quarks. In Ref. [10] it
has been pointed out that this mixing can be very impor-
tant for the case of tl bound states; in particular, the
branching ratio for o; hh might be large, where h is
the lighter scalar Higgs boson. Very recently it has been
claimed [11] that cr; W+W can have a very large
branching ratio, which might give rise to interesting sig-
nals at hadron supercolliders. %'e computed all potential-
ly large branching ratios of o;. We basically agree with
the results of Ref. [10], but were unable to reproduce

those of Ref. [11]. The cleanest signal for o;, production
at hadron colliders arises from its two-photon decay, giv-
ing rise to a peak in the yy invariant mass spectrum.
The starting point of our discussion is the top squark

mass matrix. Following the convention of Ref. [121 we
write it as (in the basis tL, ttt)

m;~ +m,2+0.35Dz —m, (A, +p cotP)
—m, (A, +pcotP) m; +m, +0.16Dz (1)

Here, Dz =Mz cos2P with tanP (H )/(H ) as usual [2],
p is the supersymmetric Higgs(ino) mass parameter, A, a
trilinear soft supersymmetry breaking parameter, and
m;, „ the nonsupersymmetric contributions to the squared
masses of the tt. , tR current states. The diagonalization of
P,; is straightforward. While the gauge interactions of t ~

only depend on the top squark mixing angle 19„ the cou-
plings of top squarks to Higgs bosons depend on all pa-
rameters entering Eq. (1); all these quantities therefore
have to be specified before a; branching ratios can be
computed.
Both single top squark decay and (t~t~ ) annihilation

contribute to ot decays. In the first case either t ~ or t~*

decays, leaving the other squark behind. We assume that
the gluino is too heavy to be produced in these decays. In
general we then have to consider the following decay
modes:

&W $Zj cZj /' 1 2 J' 1 . . . 4 (2)

where W;-(ZJ. ) denotes a generic chargino (neutralino)
state. The first two decays occur at tree level and with
full gauge or top Yukawa strength. It has been sho~n in
Ref. [5] that cZJ is the dominant t ~ decay mode if these
first two modes are kinematically forbidden. However,
this last decay only occurs at 1-loop level and necessitates
flavor mixing; it is therefore suppressed relative to the
tree-level decays by a factor (e( =10 [5]. We will see
below that the cZj mode can therefore be neglected in the
discussion of ot decays. The widths of (2) can be com-
puted using the couplings of Refs. [2]; the decay width of

2324 0031-9007/94/72 (15)/23 24 (4)$06.00
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FIG. 2. Branching ratios for annihilation decays of o;- listed
I

in Eq. (3). The range of m; values shown results from varying
A& between 440 and 1080 GeY. We have increased the SU(2)
gaugino mass Mi along with m; (Mi =1.5m;). The values

I

of the other parameters are m& 150 GeV, m; =400 GeV,
m;„-—p -300 GeV, mp 500 GeV, and tanP =2. The
branching ratios for the bb and tt final states (not shown) are
again small, except for the vicinity of the H pole (m; =250
GeV), where the tt final state dominates.

strength, and their couplings can even be suppressed by t
mixing. In Ref. [11] a W+W branching ratio as large
as 30% was found. However, in this paper t mixing was
neglected, and m; was varied independently of the mass
of the left-handed bottom squark bL (The same assump-
tions were made in Ref. [9]). Since tL and bL reside in
the same SU(2) doublet, this introduces a new source of
explicit gauge symmetry breaking, which renders the
theory nonrenormalizable.
The structure of the curves of Fig. 2 around m; =250

GeY occurs because for the given choice of parameters
the s-channel heavy Higgs boson (H) exchange diagrams
become resonant here, greatly enhancing the matrix ele-
ments for tt, bb, hh, and Z;Z~ final states. The enhance-
ment of the W+ W and ZZ channels is much weaker,
since the HVV couplings (V=W', Z) are small for mH
&)Mz. If 2m; is very close to mH our treatment again
breaks down, since the (titi ) bound states mix with H
[19]. The curves of Figs. I and 2 also exhibit numerous
minima resulting from destructive interference between
diIferent contributions to the matrix elements.
Clearly one could in principle learn a lot about the

MSSM parameters by studying cr; branching ratios. In
practice, however, even discovery of cr; may not be trivi-
al. %e focus here on pp supercolliders. The total cross
section for o; production at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) (Js = 14 TeY) is shown by the solid line
in Fig. 3. Hadronic final states (gg, bb, tt) will be useless
for the discovery of a;, due to the enormous backgrounds.
In Ref. [11] the use of the W+W final state was advo-
cated. However, we have seen above that SU(2) gauge
invariance implies a rather small rate for this final state;
besides, it is not clear to us how the 8'+W invariant

2326

FIG. 3. Cross section for o;, production at the LHC. The
solid line sho~s the total cross section multiplied with 0.01, and
the dashed curves the yy signal cross section after cuts, for the
two scenarios of Figs. l and 2. The dotted curve shows the
minimal cross section giving a significant signal after 1 yr of
nominal LHC operations, as defined in the text.

Icose* I
~ 0.5, ly, l ~ 1.74. (4)

mass will be measured, since both W bosons will have to
decay leptonically in order to suppress QCD back-
grounds. The ZZ final state is very clean if both Z bo-
sons decay leptonically, but then the rate will be very
small even at the LHC (typically (50 events/year).
In Ref. [10] the use of tr;, hh r+r+r r has

been proposed. Since B(h r+r )=8% the 4r final
state is also relatively rare (B(6.4X 10 ). Moreover,
it is not clear how this final state is to be identified experi-
mentally in a hadronic environment. A pair of isolated
like-sign leptons would be a rather clean tag; assuming a
30% detection efficiency per lepton one could get more
than 500 events/year for m; ~ 100 GeY if the hh final
state dominates. The problem is that the presence of at
least four neutrinos in the final state makes it impossible
to reconstruct the cr; mass. Given that there are sizable
backgrounds [e.g., tr(pp ZZX r +r + r r X)=10
fb, leading to —1000 events/year] the identification of
the 4r signal might be problematic.
Probably the most promising signal results from the de-

cay e; yy. Searches for intermediate mass Higgs bo-
sons will presumably require good electromagnetic energy
resolution for LHC detectors, so the reconstruction of
m(0;, ) is in principle straightforward. The signal would
then be a bump in the yy spectrum on top of the smooth
background. In order to suppress QCD backgrounds
(misidentified ir s) as well as backgrounds from photon
brernsstrahlung off quarks one usually requires the signal
photons to be isolated, i.e., to have little hadronic activity
in a cone around the photon. In addition, the physics
background from qq annihilation and gg fusion is strong-
ly peaked in forward and backward directions, due to
propagator effects; it is therefore advantageous to de-
mand the center-of-mass scattering angle 8 of the two
photons to be large [20]. We impose the following cuts:

SSC canceled Oct 31  
of the year  

yes! we replaced  
the figure

LHC was 14TeV and 1year means 100fb-1 and  
it was supposed to start 2003 or even 2001 
(I forgot)  because it was competing with SSC  

worse, I  even forgot all about this…  
SSC is… really really long time ago 



heavy scalar/fermion bound state 
as the origin of diphoton excess 

• If the life time of a heavy colored particle X  is longer than time 
scale forming  XX bound state, there are a channel  

the wave function of the bound state at the origin,  0(0), as follows [35]:

�tot = ���/c4
W +�g g + 2�X , (3)

��� = 48⇡Y 4
X ↵

2 | 0(0)|2/m2
S0

, (4)

�g g = 32⇡↵2
s | 0(0)|2/(3m2

S0
), (5)

where cW ⌘ cos✓W is the Weinberg angle, ↵s = g2
s /(4⇡), and ↵ is the fine structure constant,

respectively. The width �X in Eq. (3) is the total decay width of the heavy fermion X and it
is assumed to be smaller enough than other two terms ���/c4

W and �g g , which corresponds
to �X Æ O (1)MeV. This assumption will be discussed in the next section. Since ��� ⌧ �g g
when YX ⇠ O (1), the signal cross section �(pp! S0! ��) is proportional to Y 4

X .

The wave function and the mass of the bound state, 0(0) and mS0
, must be determined

to evaluate the cross section. They are obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation:
ñ
�r

2
r

mX
+ V (r)� E0

ô
 0(r) = 0, (6)

where E0 is the energy eigenvalue of the state, and thus the mass of the bound state is given
by mS0

= 2mX + E0. Here, the wave function is normalization to be
R

d3r ⇤0(r) 0(r) = 1.
The potential V (r) is composed of two different long-range interactions; one is from the
strong force and the other is from the Coulomb force, so that it is expressed as

V (r) = �Y 2
X

↵

|r| + VQCD(|r|). (7)

The explicit form of the QCD potential VQCD(|r|) is found in Ref. [35], which includes the
scale dependence of ↵s at a short distance as well as the long-range (non-perturbative)
QCD effect.#2 It is worth emphasizing that the Coulomb force contribution gives a sizable
correction to the potential. It enhances the wave function | 0(0)| by 10–30% when YX ¶ 1.
For instance, | 0(0)| ' 88, 90, 94, 99, 105 and 113 GeV1.5 when YX = 0, 2/3, 1, 4/3, 5/3
and 2, respectively, with mS0

being 750 GeV. We discuss it in more details in appendix A
together with a useful fitting function of | 0(0)| for various values of YX .

It is instructive to express the above result in terms of the effective lagrangian Leff, for
Leff is frequently used to discuss the diphoton excess from phenomenological viewpoints.
Since the bound state S0 is a pseudo-scalar particle composed of a pair of SU(2)L singlet
fermions, Leff should involve following dimension-five interactions at leading order:

Leff � CBB

mS0

S0 Bµ⌫ B̃µ⌫ +
Cg g

mS0

S0 Gaµ⌫ G̃a
µ⌫ , (8)

where Bµ⌫ (Ga
µ⌫) and B̃µ⌫ (G̃a

µ⌫) are the field strength tensor of the U(1)Y (SU(3)c) gauge bo-
son and its dual. Matching the effective lagrangian (8) with the diphoton cross section (2),
the absolute values of the coefficients, |CBB| and |Cg g |, turn out to be (4⇡���/c4

W mS0
)1/2 and

(⇡�g g/2mS0
)1/2, respectively. This fact means that the diphoton signal strength is uniquely

determined in our model when the hypercharge YX is fixed. This result is shown in Fig. 1,
where the predictions of our model are depicted by red stars on the (|Cg g |, |CBB|)-plane. For

#2Honestly speaking, the long-range (non-perturbative) QCD effect is negligible in our study, for the typical
Bohr radius of the bound-state S0 is sufficiently small thanks to the mass scale of the heavy fermion X .

3

• pp →X Xbar → S → gg, γγ, ZZ we take X  SU(2) singlet  

of the bound state at the LHC. We solve the Schrödinger equation taking the effect of YX into
account, and obtain the wave function of the bound state. The cross section of the diphoton
signal turns out to be sensitive to YX , and found to be consistent with the excess when YX =
4/3. In section 3, we consider the case where X decays into a dark matter particle � and
multiple jets, and study the current collider bound on X by reinterpreting SUSY searches
at the 8 TeV and 13 TeV LHC. We found that the current 13 TeV data have already set the
strongest constraint on X and � with mX ⇠ 375 GeV, however mX �m� ¶ 30 GeV have not
been excluded yet. We will show in section 4 such a mass difference is preferable from a
cosmological viewpoint. Assuming the self-annihilation of � does not alter its thermal relic
density significantly, mX � m� Æ 40 GeV is indeed required for mX ⇠ 375 GeV. We briefly
mention the outlook of our scenario in section 5.

2 Quarkonium Productions and Decays

Various types of colored heavy fermions can contribute to the diphoton excess through their
non-relativistic bound states. We adopt in this paper the fermion which is odd under the Z2
symmetry, triplet under SU(3)c, singlet under SU(2)L and has a hypercharge YX . Essential
part of the Lagrangian describing this heavy fermion X is then given by

L X = X̄ (i /D�mX )X + · · · , (1)

where the covariant derivative is defined as /D = Dµ�µ and Dµ = @µ+i gs (�a/2)Ga
µ+i g 0YX Bµ

with Ga
µ and Bµ being the gluon and U(1)Y gauge boson fields and their corresponding

gauge couplings are gs and g 0, respectively. The mass of X is denoted by mX . The fermion
X have sufficiently short lifetime so that one can avoid stringent constraints from long-
lived colored particle searches at the LHC [29, 30] and to be consistent with cosmology.
The above Lagrangian should thus involve some interactions inducing such a decay, and
will be discussed in the next section, because those are not relevant to the discussion here.

When the heavy fermion X is pair produced near the threshold energy, the pair forms a
bound-state with a significantly enhanced production cross section. The diphoton process
at the LHC, pp ! X X̄ ! ��, is induced dominantly through the production of the lowest
1S0 (J PC = 0�+) state, which is denoted by S0 in our paper. The �� production cross section
through the bound state S0 is in the lowest order calculation computed as

�(pp! S0! ��) = K
s mS0

����g g

�tot

ñ
⇡

8

Z
d x1d x2�(x1 x2�m2

S0
/s) fg(x1) fg(x2)

ô
, (2)

where mS0
denotes the mass of the bound-state, s is the center-of-mass energy squared and

fg(x) is the gluon parton distribution function (PDF) inside a proton. We adopt the PDF of
MSTW2008NLO [31], where the parenthesis of the right-hand side takes a value of about
2137 at

p
s =13 TeV when mS0

= 750 GeV [4]. The so-called K-factor, which is introduced
to take higher order corrections into account, is denoted by K in the above formula, and is
fixed to be two in our analysis.#1 Total decay width of S0 and its partial decay widths into
photons and gluons are denoted by �tot, ��� and �g g , respectively. The widths are given by

#1There are two contributions to the K factor. First one is from perturbative QCD corrections and it enhances
the cross section by⇠ 50% [32]. The other one is from excited 1S0 bound states and those give another⇠ 50%
enhancement [33]. Contribution from continuum states above the threshold is negligible when YX Æ 2 [34].

2

wave function of XX 
system at origin  

4th power of hypercharge 
(…fit anything) 

X width must be small 

PDF



bound state of X
• wave function at origin 

the wave function of the bound state at the origin,  0(0), as follows [35]:
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S0
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where cW ⌘ cos✓W is the Weinberg angle, ↵s = g2
s /(4⇡), and ↵ is the fine structure constant,

respectively. The width �X in Eq. (3) is the total decay width of the heavy fermion X and it
is assumed to be smaller enough than other two terms ���/c4

W and �g g , which corresponds
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when YX ⇠ O (1), the signal cross section �(pp! S0! ��) is proportional to Y 4
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The wave function and the mass of the bound state, 0(0) and mS0
, must be determined

to evaluate the cross section. They are obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation:
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2
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mX
+ V (r)� E0

ô
 0(r) = 0, (6)

where E0 is the energy eigenvalue of the state, and thus the mass of the bound state is given
by mS0

= 2mX + E0. Here, the wave function is normalization to be
R

d3r ⇤0(r) 0(r) = 1.
The potential V (r) is composed of two different long-range interactions; one is from the
strong force and the other is from the Coulomb force, so that it is expressed as

V (r) = �Y 2
X

↵

|r| + VQCD(|r|). (7)

The explicit form of the QCD potential VQCD(|r|) is found in Ref. [35], which includes the
scale dependence of ↵s at a short distance as well as the long-range (non-perturbative)
QCD effect.#2 It is worth emphasizing that the Coulomb force contribution gives a sizable
correction to the potential. It enhances the wave function | 0(0)| by 10–30% when YX ¶ 1.
For instance, | 0(0)| ' 88, 90, 94, 99, 105 and 113 GeV1.5 when YX = 0, 2/3, 1, 4/3, 5/3
and 2, respectively, with mS0

being 750 GeV. We discuss it in more details in appendix A
together with a useful fitting function of | 0(0)| for various values of YX .

It is instructive to express the above result in terms of the effective lagrangian Leff, for
Leff is frequently used to discuss the diphoton excess from phenomenological viewpoints.
Since the bound state S0 is a pseudo-scalar particle composed of a pair of SU(2)L singlet
fermions, Leff should involve following dimension-five interactions at leading order:

Leff � CBB

mS0

S0 Bµ⌫ B̃µ⌫ +
Cg g

mS0

S0 Gaµ⌫ G̃a
µ⌫ , (8)

where Bµ⌫ (Ga
µ⌫) and B̃µ⌫ (G̃a

µ⌫) are the field strength tensor of the U(1)Y (SU(3)c) gauge bo-
son and its dual. Matching the effective lagrangian (8) with the diphoton cross section (2),
the absolute values of the coefficients, |CBB| and |Cg g |, turn out to be (4⇡���/c4

W mS0
)1/2 and

(⇡�g g/2mS0
)1/2, respectively. This fact means that the diphoton signal strength is uniquely

determined in our model when the hypercharge YX is fixed. This result is shown in Fig. 1,
where the predictions of our model are depicted by red stars on the (|Cg g |, |CBB|)-plane. For

#2Honestly speaking, the long-range (non-perturbative) QCD effect is negligible in our study, for the typical
Bohr radius of the bound-state S0 is sufficiently small thanks to the mass scale of the heavy fermion X .
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the wave function of the bound state at the origin,  0(0), as follows [35]:
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X ↵

2 | 0(0)|2/m2
S0

, (4)

�g g = 32⇡↵2
s | 0(0)|2/(3m2

S0
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where cW ⌘ cos✓W is the Weinberg angle, ↵s = g2
s /(4⇡), and ↵ is the fine structure constant,

respectively. The width �X in Eq. (3) is the total decay width of the heavy fermion X and it
is assumed to be smaller enough than other two terms ���/c4

W and �g g , which corresponds
to �X Æ O (1)MeV. This assumption will be discussed in the next section. Since ��� ⌧ �g g
when YX ⇠ O (1), the signal cross section �(pp! S0! ��) is proportional to Y 4

X .

The wave function and the mass of the bound state, 0(0) and mS0
, must be determined

to evaluate the cross section. They are obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation:
ñ
�r

2
r

mX
+ V (r)� E0

ô
 0(r) = 0, (6)

where E0 is the energy eigenvalue of the state, and thus the mass of the bound state is given
by mS0

= 2mX + E0. Here, the wave function is normalization to be
R

d3r ⇤0(r) 0(r) = 1.
The potential V (r) is composed of two different long-range interactions; one is from the
strong force and the other is from the Coulomb force, so that it is expressed as

V (r) = �Y 2
X

↵

|r| + VQCD(|r|). (7)

The explicit form of the QCD potential VQCD(|r|) is found in Ref. [35], which includes the
scale dependence of ↵s at a short distance as well as the long-range (non-perturbative)
QCD effect.#2 It is worth emphasizing that the Coulomb force contribution gives a sizable
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and 2, respectively, with mS0

being 750 GeV. We discuss it in more details in appendix A
together with a useful fitting function of | 0(0)| for various values of YX .

It is instructive to express the above result in terms of the effective lagrangian Leff, for
Leff is frequently used to discuss the diphoton excess from phenomenological viewpoints.
Since the bound state S0 is a pseudo-scalar particle composed of a pair of SU(2)L singlet
fermions, Leff should involve following dimension-five interactions at leading order:

Leff � CBB

mS0

S0 Bµ⌫ B̃µ⌫ +
Cg g

mS0

S0 Gaµ⌫ G̃a
µ⌫ , (8)

where Bµ⌫ (Ga
µ⌫) and B̃µ⌫ (G̃a

µ⌫) are the field strength tensor of the U(1)Y (SU(3)c) gauge bo-
son and its dual. Matching the effective lagrangian (8) with the diphoton cross section (2),
the absolute values of the coefficients, |CBB| and |Cg g |, turn out to be (4⇡���/c4

W mS0
)1/2 and

(⇡�g g/2mS0
)1/2, respectively. This fact means that the diphoton signal strength is uniquely

determined in our model when the hypercharge YX is fixed. This result is shown in Fig. 1,
where the predictions of our model are depicted by red stars on the (|Cg g |, |CBB|)-plane. For

#2Honestly speaking, the long-range (non-perturbative) QCD effect is negligible in our study, for the typical
Bohr radius of the bound-state S0 is sufficiently small thanks to the mass scale of the heavy fermion X .
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QED part+ linear part

YX a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 b0 b1 b2 b3 b4
0 87.78 114.4 76.85 37.76 10.71 4.119 2.458 0.9314 0.2429 0.04078

1/3 88.44 115.3 77.54 38.14 10.82 4.145 2.481 0.9416 0.2461 0.04143
2/3 90.44 118.1 79.64 39.30 11.17 4.226 2.552 0.9726 0.2557 0.04341
1 93.82 122.9 83.20 41.25 11.76 4.363 2.672 1.026 0.2721 0.04682

4/3 98.64 129.8 88.28 44.05 12.61 4.559 2.845 1.102 0.2960 0.05180
5/3 105.0 138.8 95.01 47.76 13.73 4.822 3.077 1.206 0.3285 0.05858
2 112.6 150.7 104.5 51.83 14.40 5.162 3.366 1.322 0.3812 0.07999

Table 4: Coefficients an and bn for the fitting functions for �0(0) and E0 in Eq. (13).

tional Research Center Initiative (WPI), MEXT, Japan. The work of K.I. is supported in part
by a JSPS Research Fellowships for Young Scientists.

A Fitting functions for | 0(0)| and E0

The wave function at origin, | 0(0)|, and the corresponding energy eigenvalue E0 of the
bound state S0 are required to compute the signal cross section for the diphoton excess.
Fitting functions of these two quantities for various hypercharges YX are given by

| 0(0)|=
4X

n=0

an [ ln (mS0
/750 GeV) ]n, E0 =

4X

n=0

bn [ ln (mS0
/750 GeV) ]n, (13)

where the coefficients an and bn for various YX are given in Table 4. It is worth emphasizing
here that our fitting results with YX = 0 are consistent with those in Ref [35]. In fact the
difference is at most four percent in the range of 200 GeV  mS0

 1 TeV. Note also that our
fitting functions were verified to work up to the case with 200 GeV  mS0

 2 TeV.

B Signals from S1 bound state

The spin one bound state S1 is produced dominantly by quark-antiquark collisions at the
LHC, and then decays into various pairs of SM particles, such as a lepton pair. As in the S0
case, the signal cross section of the S1 bound state into the x x̄ final state is given by

�(pp! S1! x x̄) =
3 K1

s mS1

X

q

�(1)x x̄ �
(1)
qq̄

�(1)tot

ñ
4⇡2

9

Z
d x1d x2�(x1 x2�m2

S1
/s) fq(x1) fq̄(x2)

ô
,(14)

where mS1
is the mass of the bound-state. Since S1 exactly degenerates S0 in mass at leading

order, it is the same as mS0
. The quark and antiquark PDFs inside a proton are denoted by

fq(x) and fq̄(x). According to MSTW2008NLO [31], the parenthesis of the right hand side
gives, e.g. 158, 89 and 7.2 for q = u, d and s, respectively, at

p
s = 8 TeV with mS1

being
750 GeV [4]. The so-called K-factor is denoted by K1 in the above cross section.

The total decay width of the S1 bound state and its partial decay width into the x x̄ final
state are denoted by �(1)tot and �(1)x x̄ , respectively, and their explicit forms are given by

�(1)tot = 82
⇡Y 2

X ↵
2 | 1(0)|2

c4
W m2

S1

, �(1)x x̄ = cx x̄
⇡Y 2

X ↵
2 | 1(0)|2

c4
W m2

S1

. (15)
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numerically solve and fit　 
(consistent with Hagiwara Kato Martine, Ng 1990 for Y=0 )   
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Figure 1: Red stars are predictions of our model on the (|Cg g |, |CBB|)-plane with YX being 2/3, 1,
4/3, 5/3 and 2, respectively. Contours of the diphoton cross section as a function of |Cg g | and |CBB|
are also shown by gray-dashed lines. Darker (lighter) green-shaded region corresponds to the cross
section experimentally favored by the diphoton excess at 1� (2�) level [3].

comparison, we also show contours of the diphoton cross section by grey-dashed lines as
a function of |Cg g | and |CBB|. The region painted by a darker (lighter) green color corre-
sponds to the one favored by the diphoton excess at 1� (2�) level [3]. It is worth notifying
that the increase of |Cg g | with respect to YX is from the hypercharge dependence of the
wave function, | 0(0)|. It can be seen that the heavy fermion with YX = 4/3 explains the
diphoton excess very well, so that will use it as a canonical model in following discussions.

2.1 Other bound state signals

When the bound state S0 is produced, it can decay into other channels, which have also
been searched for at the 8 TeV LHC. Since S0 is composed of SU(2)L singlet fermions, it
does not decay into W+W� but into Z�, Z Z due to the electroweak symmetry breaking.
Production cross sections of the channels at 8 TeV, �(pp! S0! Z�, Z Z), and experimental
limits on the cross sections obtained from 8 TeV data are shown in Table 1 with mX and YX
being 750 GeV and 4/3, respectively.#3 Experimental limits on both of the channels are still
weak, though the Z� channel will be important to test the model at the 13 TeV LHC.

At the threshold energy, the pp collision also produces a bound state which is color
neutral but has a spin one with quantum numbers, 3S1 (J PC = 0��), which is denoted by
S1 in this paper.#4 The bound state S1 degenerates with S0 in mass, and is produced dom-

#3All the production cross sections in the table have been computed at leading order, namely with the
K-factor being one, because the cross sections are already much below the experimental limits at the 8 TeV
LHC.

#4There are no color-octet bound states, because the strong SU(3)c interaction acts as a repulsive force.
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This is nice 
• There are no dim 4 operator involving X and 
SM particles  

• The X decay is suppressed by some cutoff 
scale Λ 

• Consistent with small width assumption to get 
signal



bound state of top partner

T

T̄

T

T̄

1S(JPC = 0�+) at 750GeV mT : 375 ⇠ 380GeV

2mT mT T̄

2mT � E0

to explain signal

need to evade from current searches

σ(pp-> XX)  

X decay pattern  1. X-> W j, Zj  Hj etc   
   is not allowed because of Q=4/3 
2.  X-> 2j, 3j (Kats and Strassler 1602.08819)  
weaker collider bound: large QCD  background 
fat jet search at 13TeV?  

3. This work   
 X→ χ(jj, jjj)χ=DM  
recast light squark  
search at LHC

signal!

relatively light  
paritcle with huge  
cross section 

Collider bound from open production 



Quick consideration on  
the dark matter χ

• Z2 odd  

• X: strongly interaction particle  (3,0,4/3)  

• χ: weakly interacting partile 

• X and χ interact through some  higher dim 
operators  such as 

@8TeV Prediction Limit Reference
S0! Z� 0.74 fb 4.0 fb [36]
! Z Z 0.11 fb 12 fb [37]

S1! `+`� 0.13 fb 1.2 fb [38]
! ⌧+⌧� 0.064 fb 12 fb [39]
! t t̄ 0.072 fb 550 fb [40]
! bb̄ 0.021 fb 1 pb [41]

S0+ S1! j j 7 fb 2.5 pb [42, 43]

Table 1: Production cross sections predicted by our model with mX and YX being 750 GeV and 4/3,
respectively, and experimental limits on those from the 8 TeV LHC data. See text for more details.

inantly through the s-channel diagram of �/Z from quark-antiquark collisions at leading
order. The bound state S1 decays into various fermion pairs. Among those, the decay into
a lepton pair (`+`� = e+e� + µ+µ� or ⌧+⌧�) gives the most sensitive limit, while the next
one is the t t̄ channel. Their production cross sections and experimental limits from 8 TeV
data are shown in Table 1. Since the cross sections are smaller than those of S0, 8 TeV limits
are weak, though the lepton channel would serve another test of the model in future.

Before closing this section, we also address other signals from S0 and S1. Both of the
bound states decay into two jets; a gluon pair from S0, while light quark (u, d, s and c)
pairs from S1. Since the total production cross sections of the two jet channel are still much
smaller than the experimental limit as shown in Table 1, this channel is useless to test the
model. The bound state S1 can decay into a bottom quark pair, though it is less significant
than the t t̄ channel as can be seen in the table. This bound state also decays into W+W�
and hZ but their partial decay widths are rather suppressed compared to other channels,
so that these channels cannot be used to test the model. For the sake of convenience, some
formulae for the S1 production cross sections are summarized in appendix B.

3 LHC direct search bounds on Heavy Fermion X

In this section, we consider a scenario where a Z2-odd fermion X with its hypercharge YX
decays into a stable and neutral Z2-odd particle � , and discuss the current constraint on
X from 8 TeV and 13 TeV data at the LHC. We found in the previous section that the best
fit value of YX for the diphoton excess is 4/3. For a Z2-odd fermion with such an exotic
hypercharge, we cannot write down any renormalizable interaction involving X , � and SM
particle(s). Interactions inducing X decays are thus written by higher dimensional opera-
tors. For such an operator with a mass dimension as low as possible, OF ⇠ (X̄ uc) (�̄uc)/⇤2

(OS ⇠ (X̄ dc) (ūcdc)�/⇤3) can be found for a fermionic (bosonic) � . Based on a naive di-
mensional analysis, the operators OF and OS lead to �X ⇠ (1/128⇡3) (m5

X/⇤
4) ⇠ O (1)MeV

and �X ⇠ (1/1024⇡5) (m7
X/⇤

6)⇠ O (0.01)MeV, respectively, when ⇤ = 1 TeV. The smallness
of the X width is required to enhance the diphoton signal as mentioned in the previous
section and it is automatically guaranteed thanks to the exotic hypercharge.

As a result, the decay of X proceeds as X ! � + n-jets, where n � 2 (3) when � is a
fermion (boson). We mainly consider the n = 3 case in this paper. On the other hand, we
have to consider a vertex with the color structure of ✏i jk X̄ iuc

ju
c
k for the n= 2 case, but there

are subtle points to simulate the color flow of the vertex. In order to estimate the efficiency
of the signal detection in the n = 2 case, we thus have generated events using the decay
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(nearly model independent)　Ωχ  

• Early Universe 　(T~ mX) 

•  XX⇄ gg large cross section: rapid 
annihilation ,density is small  

• χχ ⇄ SM particles:  maybe small 
and suppressed  

• χSM  ⇄ X SM　rapid because so 
many SM particles in the thermal 
bath:  leading small　Ωχ 

strongly interacting X work as the cleaner  
of  dark matter 
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Figure 2: Parameter regions excluded by the 8 TeV LHC (M2, SR5 and SR6) and the 13 TeV LHC
(SR2jm) at 95% C.L. on the (mX ,�m)-plane. Systematic uncertainty of 16% on the signal cross
section is assumed. The region not favored from the dark matter (�) cosmological viewpoint is also
shown for both the cases of scalar and the fermionic � . See text for more details.

We found that the most sensitive signal region for our scenario is SR2jm which are designed
for the compressed spectra, where nj � 2 for jets with pT > 50 GeV & |⌘| < 2.8 and the
leading jet pT > 300 GeV are required to select mono-jet like events. We summarize in
Table 3 the most sensitive signal regions in Refs. [44–46] for our scenario.

Our results are summarized in Fig. 2, where parameter regions excluded at 95% C.L.
are shown on the (mX ,�m)-plane. Those are obtained using the prescription [58], �sig �
2��sig < �

95%
obs , in each selected signal region, where �sig is the signal cross section after

all the selection cuts applied in each signal region, while ��sig is its error which is taken
to be 16%, and �95%

obs is the 95% C.L. experimental upper limit on �sig quoted from the
corresponding ATLAS analysis. Larger�m provides less mono-jet like events with mX being
fixed, because additional jet activities reduce /ET relative to the total activity of the events
and thus reduce signal efficiencies. It can be seen that the parameter region with �m ¶
30 GeV has not been excluded yet by the mono-jet searches when mX ⇠ 375 GeV. The signal
regions SR5 and SR6 in Ref. [45] set much stringent constraints compared to the M2 region
in Ref. [44]. The M2 region was indeed optimized for the scalar top search, as it requires
strong criteria on the number of additional jets, leading to the reduction of multi-jet signal
events in our case. This is because the mass scale of X is higher than that expected in the
original scalar top analysis, and the probability to have additional jets becomes higher in
our case. The 13 TeV limit from the SR2jm region is slightly stronger than the 8 TeV results.
We find, however, the region with �m¶ 30 GeV still survives for mX ⇠ 375 GeV.

In the same figure, we have also depicted the parameter region that is not favored from
the cosmological viewpoint of � (dark matter). When � is a scalar (fermionic) particle, the
region with �m ¶ 50 (40) GeV is not favored, for the thermal relic density of � exceeds
the dark matter density observed today assuming that the self-annihilation cross section
of � is small. See the next section for more details. It can be seen that there is still an
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dark matter density  
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Collider constraints 



degenerate BSM  search 
hard ISR (better prediction)

χ

χ
SM particle rather  
difficult to be seen 
monojet searches   
at 8 and 13TeV are relevant 



degenerate heavy fermion search  at LHC
• generate p p → X X upto 2jet  matched sample. 
• force X to decay into X-> χ jj or χ jjj  to obtain efficiency.  
• signature  is therefore  jet (ISR , hard) + missing + soft activities  
• compare with ATLAS and CMS SUSY searches results using checkmate

/ET [GeV] pT j1 [GeV] �� ( j, /pT ) nj /ET/
p

HT meff (incl.) �95%
obs Ref.

M2 340 340 0.4  3 - - 28.4 fb [44]
SR5 350 0.5/ET 1.0 - - - 21 fb [45]
SR6 400 0.5/ET 1.0 - - - 12 fb [45]
SR2jm 200 300 0.4 � 2 15 GeV1/2 1.2 TeV 21 fb [46]

Table 3: Signal regions and upper bounds on the signal cross sections at 95% C.L. Here, pT, j1 , HT
and meff (incl.) are the leading jet pT , the scalar pT sum of all jets and HT + /ET , respectively.

available, however currently is not. We adopt 16% theoretical error for (the cross section)
⇥ (the acceptance), which is the one quoted for the degenerate stop study at NLO [44].

Among various results obtained at the 8 TeV LHC, the mono-jet searches [44, 45] are
found to be particularly important for our scenario. In the former reference [44], the fol-
lowing kinematical cuts have been adopted for all of the signal regions:

• /ET > 150 GeV.

• At least a jet with pT > 150 GeV and |⌘|< 2.8.

• nj  3 where nj is the number of jets with pT > 30 GeV and |⌘|< 2.8.

• �� ( j, /pT )> 0.4 for each jet.

• No isolated leptons with pT,` > 10 GeV.

Here, �� ( j, /pT ) is the azimuthal angle separation between the missing momentum and
a jet selected by the cuts. Signal regions are then categorized into M1–M3 according to
different cuts on /ET and the leading jet pT . On the other hand, in the latter reference [45],
the following kinematical cuts have been adopted for all of the signal regions:

• /ET > 150 GeV.

• pT//ET > 0.5 for the leading jet.

• �� ( j, /pT )> 1.0.

• No isolated leptons with pT,` > 7 GeV.

The requirement on �� ( j, /pT ) is applied for each jet with pT > 30 GeV and |⌘| < 4.5.
Signal regions are categorized into SR1–SR9 according to different cuts on /ET . Note that
the signal regions are overlapped with each other, and thus statistically not independent.
The upper limit on the maximum number of resolved jets and rather large pT values for
the leading jet are required in the signal regions M1–M3. Those select only events which
are close to pure mono-jet ones and thus gives a weaker bound compared to the one from
SR5–SR6. Moreover, we have found that searches for squarks and gluinos using jets and
missing momentum events at the 13 TeV LHC [46] have already set a severe constraint on
our scenario. Following kinematical cuts have been adopted for all of the signal regions,

• /ET > 200 GeV.

• �� ( j, /pT )> 0.8.

• No isolated leptons with pT,` > 10 GeV.
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8TeV stop -LSP  degenerate 

all the other limits included in Checkmate are investigated.  

more general missing pT search 

13TeV data 
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Figure 2: Parameter regions excluded by the 8 TeV LHC (M2, SR5 and SR6) and the 13 TeV LHC
(SR2jm) at 95% C.L. on the (mX ,�m)-plane. Systematic uncertainty of 16% on the signal cross
section is assumed. The region not favored from the dark matter (�) cosmological viewpoint is also
shown for both the cases of scalar and the fermionic � . See text for more details.

We found that the most sensitive signal region for our scenario is SR2jm which are designed
for the compressed spectra, where nj � 2 for jets with pT > 50 GeV & |⌘| < 2.8 and the
leading jet pT > 300 GeV are required to select mono-jet like events. We summarize in
Table 3 the most sensitive signal regions in Refs. [44–46] for our scenario.

Our results are summarized in Fig. 2, where parameter regions excluded at 95% C.L.
are shown on the (mX ,�m)-plane. Those are obtained using the prescription [58], �sig �
2��sig < �

95%
obs , in each selected signal region, where �sig is the signal cross section after

all the selection cuts applied in each signal region, while ��sig is its error which is taken
to be 16%, and �95%

obs is the 95% C.L. experimental upper limit on �sig quoted from the
corresponding ATLAS analysis. Larger�m provides less mono-jet like events with mX being
fixed, because additional jet activities reduce /ET relative to the total activity of the events
and thus reduce signal efficiencies. It can be seen that the parameter region with �m ¶
30 GeV has not been excluded yet by the mono-jet searches when mX ⇠ 375 GeV. The signal
regions SR5 and SR6 in Ref. [45] set much stringent constraints compared to the M2 region
in Ref. [44]. The M2 region was indeed optimized for the scalar top search, as it requires
strong criteria on the number of additional jets, leading to the reduction of multi-jet signal
events in our case. This is because the mass scale of X is higher than that expected in the
original scalar top analysis, and the probability to have additional jets becomes higher in
our case. The 13 TeV limit from the SR2jm region is slightly stronger than the 8 TeV results.
We find, however, the region with �m¶ 30 GeV still survives for mX ⇠ 375 GeV.

In the same figure, we have also depicted the parameter region that is not favored from
the cosmological viewpoint of � (dark matter). When � is a scalar (fermionic) particle, the
region with �m ¶ 50 (40) GeV is not favored, for the thermal relic density of � exceeds
the dark matter density observed today assuming that the self-annihilation cross section
of � is small. See the next section for more details. It can be seen that there is still an
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The limit depends on  signal error 
assumptions (we take 16%)

13TeV data gives best limit, and 
the limit  is weaker than 

expected  

Tight mono-jet requirement leads worse sensitivity for heavy 
quark: (more ISR). Stop search is optimize  for M2   

limit is weaker here 
because mono-jet condition 
(pT1 vs ETmiss ) 
two body decay case ( X-> 
jχ) is excluded  by multi-
jets+ missing search 



summary 
• Heavy quark and dark  matter for 750GeV resonance: We 
proposed　a effective theory  with rather few number of 
particles.   It turns out this is a new class of effective DM theory 
with almost Model independent prediction of DM density.  

• Our case  still survives from mono-jet search constraints.   More 
stringent constraint this year, if scale dependence of the signal 
can be controlled.   (on going)  

• Note: The signal cross section error is less than 10% for NNLO . 
Need NLO multi-jet amplitude calculation to estimate (cross 
section) x (efficiency) uncertainty  and I am working on that.  

• LHC will exclude narrow width heavy fermion though  γγchannel.


